Immune responses to replication-defective HSV-1 type vectors within the CNS: implications for gene therapy.
Herpes simplex virus (HSV) is a naturally occurring double-stranded DNA virus that has been adapted into an efficient vector for in vivo gene transfer. HSV-based vectors exhibit wide tropism, large transgene size capacity, and moderately prolonged transgene expression profiles. Clinical implementation of HSV vector-based gene therapy for prevention and/or amelioration of human diseases eventually will be realized, but inherently this goal presents a series of significant challenges, one of which relates to issues of immune system involvement. Few experimental reports have detailed HSV vector-engendered immune responses and subsequent resolution events primarily within the confines of the central nervous system. Herein, we describe the immunobiology of HSV and its derived vector platforms, thus providing an initiation point from where to propose requisite experimental investigation and potential approaches to prevent and/or counter adverse antivector immune responses.